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Lot 37



HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

Three Dollars for Love in a California Mining Town
At the height of its Gold Rush glory, the town of Columbia

was the second largest in California, with numerous hotels,
banks, stores and churches serving thousands of residents.
A devastating conflagration in August 1857 burned down
anything that was not made of brick. Eight months earlier,
fire was burning in the heart of a nameless soul, who took
three dollars to the post office, bought thirty 10¢ stamps, and
affixed the massive block—almost one-third of a sheet—to a
large envelope containing a Valentine for his sweetheart in
Portland, Maine. At 10¢ per half ounce for postage, the
Valentine weighed in at a hefty 15 ounces—one wonders if
it contained a gift of gold nuggets.
The 10¢ Green Imperforate was issued in mid-1855, the

second denomination of its kind after the 1847 Issue. The
need for 10¢ stamps was revived in 1855 when Congress cre-
ated a new prepaid “over 3,000 miles” rate for letters to and
from the West Coast. They also gave the postmaster general
discretionary power to require prepayment by stamps.
We might never have known the original

size or source of the Colossus block offered
here if not for George Sloane, a prominent
dealer and columnist, who published the
story of its discovery in Stampsmagazine just
before Valentine’s Day 1956. After the block
of 30 was discovered, the bottom (10th) row
of three stamps was removed, and then the
block of six from 8th and 9th rows was cut
off, leaving the block of 21 as it exists today.
The Colossus was offered in an auction held
at the 1922 American Philatelic Society con-
vention. It was described in that sale as hav-
ing “condition so remarkable that the most
hardened critic succumbs to its charm and
is lost in wonder, love and praise.” The
buyer who succumbed was Arthur Hind.
Alfred H. Caspary bought the block in

the 1933 Hind sale, and, when the Caspary
sale was held in 1956, the catalogue devoted
a full page to the Colossus block, which may
have helped catapult the realization to
$7,250, paid by Mozian, a New York dealer.
The block next appeared in the 1976

Robson Lowe sale of the collection formed
by Robert Lehman, a member of the
Lehman family of bankers. Three years later,
in 1979, it was bought privately by Ryohei
Ishikawa from Andrew Levitt and Robert
Faiman. In the 1993 Ishikawa sale held by
Christie’s Robson Lowe, Mr. Gross was the
successful bidder. ◼

The William H. Gross Collection
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DESCRIPTION
10¢ Green, Types II and III (14, 15), vertical block of 21 (three by
seven) from Positions 1-3/11-13/21-23/31-33/41-43/51-53/61-63L1—
the first three vertical rows from the top left corner of the left pane,
which is one of the most fascinating sections of the 200-subject plate
from a philatelic perspective—Positions 1L and 2L are the misplaced
transfers of Relief B instead of Relief A, producing Type III stamps
from those positions instead of Type II; also contained in the block are
two major double transfers, Positions 31L and 51L, the former being
the most pronounced of all 10¢ double transfers—the entire block 
contains ten Type II and eleven Type III stamps in alternating rows,
mostly large margins except touching right and top, incredibly deep
rich color and early impression, neatly cancelled by multiple strikes of
“Columbia Cal. Jan. 19, 1857” circular datestamp

PROVENANCE
According to George B. Sloane (Stamps, 2/11/1956), discovered on a
cover used to enclose a large Valentine from Columbia, California, to
Portland, Maine—originally a block of 30 (3 by 10), bottom three Type I
stamps removed (91-93L1), then a block of six was removed (71-73/81-
83L1), which was later reduced to a block of four (71-72/81-82L1)

B. L. Drew sale (as block of 21), 8/17/1922, lot 69, to Kennett for Hind

Arthur Hind, Phillips-Kennett sale, 11/20-24/1933, lot 135, to Colson
(as agent for Caspary)

Alfred H. Caspary, H. R. Harmer sale, 1/16-18/1956, lot 482, to Mozian

Robert Lehman, Robson Lowe Geneva sale, 4/30/1976, lot 1137

Robert Faiman and Andrew Levitt (according to personal communica-
tion with Faiman; sold privately to Ishikawa through Garrett, 1979)

Ryohei Ishikawa, Christie’s Robson Lowe sale, 9/28-29/1993, lot 163, to
William H. Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES
Stanley B. Ashbrook, The United States Ten Cent Stamp of 1855-1857, 
page 50

— Special Service, #60, pp. 482-483 (sale history)

Lester G. Brookman, United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century, 
Vol. I, p. 165

Mortimer L. Neinken, The United States Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859,
p. 37

Jonathan W. Rose, Classic United States Imperforate Stamps, p. 79

World Stamp Show 2016 Court of Honor (Gross)

CERTIFICATION
The Philatelic Foundation (1976)

CONDITION NOTES
Extremely Fine and sound block; a few negligible faint wrinkles

LOT 37°

This block—the “Colossus”—was used to mail a Valentine from Gold Rush
California in 1857, and for the century since its discovery the block has been
unchallenged as the largest multiple of the 10¢ 1855 Imperforate

ESTIMATE $75,000-100,000

Block of 4 from 1947
Emerson sale in its
original position in
the block of 30




